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We review the Adams-Quillen description of the MU,(MU) comodule structure on MU,(CPm) 
(Section 1) and obtain a workable formula for the comodule structure on MU,(HPm) (Section 3). 
We use this to obtain a complete picture of the bottom rows of the Adams-Novikov spectral 
sequences for CP” (Section 2) and HP” (Section 4). 
In the process we make note of a very convenient form of the Hattori-Stong theorem due. to 
Liulevicius (Section 2) and describe the standard map FZ,(MSp; Z) + H,(MU; Z) (Section 3) by 
arguments on algebras of symmetric functions. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 1 we review Adams’ [2] 
description (apres Quillen) of MU,(CPm) and its structure as an MU,(MU) module. 
In Section 2 we obtain the primitive elements in MU,(CP”‘). In Section 3 we derive a 
new formula for the MU,(MU) cooperation on MU,(HP”) and in Section 4 we 
describe the primitive elements in MU,(HPm). Sections 2 and 4 give us a complete 
picture of the “bottom row” (zero filtration) in the Adams-Novikov spectral 
sequences for CP” and HP”. 
The author hopes to describe more of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequences for 
these spaces in future papers. 
1. The cooperation in MU,(CP’O) 
We will start by reviewing, in simplified and modified form, the work of Adams- 
Quillen [2] on MU theory in order to establish the notation and also to pave the way 
for the discussion of MU,(HPa) in Section 3. 
The most drastic simplification will be that we will not use formal groups at all. This 
is of course crucial to passing to an HP” analogue. It means that we are not using 
anything in [2] that is not more or less contained already in Adams’ description of 
Novikov’s work on MU [l]. 
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A further simplification will be the elimination of the unit factors uE [2; pp, S-91 
from the formulae; they are superfluous because we make no use of K-theory. 
On the other hand we elaborate slightly upon [2] by replacing the mf bases 
entirely by the 67 bases. 
We start the review: Let E stand for either H (the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum 
for integral homology) or MU (the spectrum for unitary bordism). Then E is a ringed 
spectrum which can be provided with a “strict” complex orientation, that is, we can 
choose an orientation class xE E Ee(CPPO) which pulls back to the standard generator 
of E2(CP1) under the inclusion of CP’L CP”. 
For xMU we choose the class represented by the standard map CP” = 
MU(l) + MU; for xH we choose the first Chern class of the canonical line bundle on 
CP”. 
Then we define the classes /3j E E2i(CPCO) as dual to the (xE)‘, i.e., 
((XE)‘, PB) = si, 
and E,(CPw) is a free E, module on pf = 1, p?, 05, . . 
Convention: PM” will be appreviated to ,!?. 
We next define elements 6; E EZ,(MU) as the images of @El under the inclusion 
of MU(l) in MU (cf. [2, p. 231). E,(MU) is then the ring of polynomials over E, on 
generators 6: = 1, bf, bf, . . . 
Convention: bH will be appreviated to b, bMU to B. 
Remarks. (1) The Bi generate the “Landweber-Novikov cooperations.” 
(2) The bi don’t actually lie in MU, = n,(MU) but in H,(MU). But, as is usually 
done, we identify H,(MU) with a subset of MU,OQ since the Hurewicz map 
h,:MU,- H,(MU) is injective and becomes an isomorphism when tensored 
with the rationals. We think of the bi as living in MU,@ Q. 
The map nR : MU-MU A MU is described by the formula 
C (77Rbi)X ‘+I =SE,[F h,r’+‘)‘+’ 
(cf. [2, 6.31) or, more concisely, 
7jRb = 1 B,(t# . 
(Here x is an indeterminate and, following usual conventions, (b):‘,? means the 
2(i -j)th graded component of b’+’ where b (without subscript) stands for 1+ b1 + 
b2.. . . Summations are from 0 to co unless otherwise indicated.) The cooperation II, 
on MU,(CP”) 
I/J : MU*(CP”) + MU*(MU)OMo,MU*(CP)m) 
is described by the formula 
rl(Pi)= C (B):-4% 
is! 
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or, more concisely, 
ti(B)=CB’O& 
2. The primitives in MUJCP”) 
Recall that an element x E MU,(CP”) is said to be primitive if G(x) = 1 Ox. The 
subcomodule of primitives can be identified with the bottom row of the EZ term of 
the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for CP”. It is therefore clear that this 
subcomodule consists of one infinite cyclic summand in each even dimension. Let 
Theorem 2.1 The elements g, generate the primitives of MU*(CP"). 
Proof. As defined, g, lies in MU2,(CPm)OQ. We will show that 
(1) g, is primitive in MUZ,(CP”)@ Q; 
(2) g, is actually in MUz,(CPm); 
(3) g, is not divisible in MUz,(CP”). 
Let G = xi b’Bi. Then 
=C(qRb)‘@Pi=C lOb’pj=lOG. 
I I 
This disposes of point 1. 
Points 2 and 3 may be rephrased: 
If f(n) is the smallest positive integer such that f(n)(b):-~~ MU, for all j s II, then 
(2) f(n)Inl, and 
(3) flllf(n) 
- with clear consequences for f(n) and g,. 
Criterion: Let Td : H,(MU)+ Q be the ring homomorphism defined by Td[bi] = 
l/(i + l)!. Let S(w) be the Landweber-Novikov operation corresponding to the 
partition w. Then x E H,(MU) is contained in image h, (and so may be thought of as 
in MU*) if and only if Td[S(w)x] E 2 for all w. 
Remark: The above criterion is a restatement of the classical Hattori-Stong 
theorem on relations on characteristic numbers of stably almost complex numbers. It 
is due, so far as I can determine, to Liulevicius (31 but has not been published. It uses 
normal rather than tangential numbers. 
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Now, as Td[f(n)(b)A-i] =f(n)Td[b,-i] =f(n)/(n!), it is immediately clear that 
n! 1 f(n) and point 2 is established. 
Let us filter H,(MU) by F” = F”H,(MU) = {subgroup generated by monomials 
b a(l). * . b(k) such that k +C am m}. 
Lemma 2.2. Ifb,CI,. . . backjE F”, then (n!)Td[baCI). . . back)] E 2. 
Proof. The number in question is the multinomial coefficient corresponding to the 
partition of n into (a(l)+l, . . . , a(k)+ 1). 
Lemma 2.3. F” is closed under the action of the Landweber-Novikov operations. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [l, Theorem 5.21, which gives the action 
of the Landweber-Novikov operations on H,(MU) by 
(i) a Cartan Formula, and 
(ii) S(w)(b) = (b)ktl if w is the singleton partition (k), 
S(w)(b) = 0 otherwise. 
Inasmuch as (b)l,_;E F”, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 show that Td[S(w)(n !)(b)‘,-,] E 2 for 
all w and all jsn. But that is merely a restatement of point 2 and the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is concluded. 
Remark: Our original proof of point 2 was based on relating the primitives to known 
facts about the stable homotopy CP” via the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. 
There would seem to be much difficulty in adapting this approach to the case of HP” 
in Section 4. The happy recollection of Liulevicius’ Criterion has freed us from these 
problems. We state however two corollaries which flow from the Adams-Novikov 
spectral sequence approach. 
Corollary 2.4. The elements g, are infinite cycles in the Adams-Novikov spectral 
sequence for CP m. in other words, there are no non-zero differentials originating on the , 
bottom row. 
Corollary 2.5. g, = (gI)“, 
3. The cooperation in MU*(HP”O) 
Since in Section 1 we used only those parts of [2] which did not depend on formal 
groups and the H-space structure of CP”, there will be direct analogues if we replace 
CP by HP and MU by MSp throughout. We will mark the modifications by circumflex 
accents. Specifically, we have “strict symplectic orientation classes” 
TE E E’(HP”), E=H,MSp 
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from which we obtain classes 
BE E E4i(HPm) and 67 E Eqi (MSp). 
Conventions: 6”“” = @, i” = 6, hMSp = B. 
There are maps 
& :MSpiS A MSp-tMSp A MSp 
~:MS~AHP”~MS~AMS~AHP” 
which, after tensoring with the rationals, satisfy 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
What we actually wish to calculate is the map 
*En+ = $:MUAHP~+MUAMUAHP”. 
Let r be the “forgetful” map MSp-+MU. It extends to maps 
r* : MSp*(HP’O)+MU.+.(HP”), r* : MSp A MSp+ MU A MU, etc. 
Let r*(6) be denoted also by 6, and, to conform with the nomenclature of Sugawara 
[6], let r*(pi)= yi, r*(Bi)= bi. The application of r to formulae (3.1) (3.2) gives 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Formula (3.4) was given by Sugawara; to make it useful for our purposes we would 
like a more efficient method of computing 6’ than that given in [6]. But formula (3.3) 
will give us an effective recursive formula for the bi 
bj = qR(6i)- 1 b: (6):‘; 
l=Sj<i 
which will enable us to write 6’ in terms of the b, and Bi once we know what r.+.(6) = 6 
is in terms of the bi; the formula for n R is given in Section 1. Let b; = (-l)‘b;. 
Theorem 3.1. In H,(MU), 6 = bb; i.e. 
6, = 2bzi -2b2i-lbl+. ’ ’ + (-l)‘b?, 
Proof. The map r is better known by its action on integral cohomology 
r*(czi) = (-1)‘~;. 
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We wish to calculate the action of the dual map on the 6 basis. Following Stong [S], 
let 
P=n(l+Q:), c=~(l+cX,)(l+LY,) 
I i 
where the aj, Cuj are a countable set of indeterminates of cohomology grading 2. Then 
r”((Yj) = (Y,, r*(&j) = -CXj. 
In homology 
i.e. 
H*(MU; Z)=Z[bi, 62, . . . 9 bj, s . .I, 
H*(MSp; Z)=Z[Li, 62,. . . , Sj, . .], 
bi E Hlj(MU; Z) is dual to S(,)(C), 
Lf E Hdi(MSp; Z) is dual to S(j)(p), 
(b”, s,(c)) = SZ, 
(67 SW(P)> = 6,“. 
If we let 
r,&,> = C dv-rb” 
7r 
our problem is that of determining the integers d,. But 
d, = (1 &b”, s,(c)) = (6, r* SC,)(C)). 
To evaluate the expression on the right, take the s, symmetric function on the 
indeterminates aj, CY~, replace (Yj by -aj, and then find the coefficient of x af” in the 
resulting expression. 
Case l:w=(2n). 
PS&C) = r*( c cry + c @) = 2 c cry, 
so d(z,) = 2. 
Case2:w=(u,v), u+v=n, ufv. 
+I a;,;: +c 5yCY; =2(-l)” 1 a;“, 
all all 
so d(,,,) = 2(-l)“. 
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Case 3: w = (n, n). 
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so dc,,,, = (-1)“. 
Case 4: w has more than two parts. 
In this case every term of s,(c) involves at least two distinct subscripts among the 
(yi and/or Ei. Consequently r*s,(c) does not involve (Y:” and d, = 0. 
4. The primitives in MU,(HPm) 
Let 
& = [(2n)!/21 C (J)in-jYj. 
Theorem 4.1. The elements & generate the primitives of MU,(HP”). 
Proof. We have, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, to show that 
(1) in is primitive in MU,(HP”)@ Q; 
(2) & is actually in MU,,(HP”); 
(3) in is not divisible in MUI,(HP”). 
We discuss only those parts of the proof which are not exactly analogous to the 
corresponding parts of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We need not say anything about 
the proof of point 1. 
Points 2 and 3 are rephrased: 
If f(n) is the smallest positive integer such that f*(n)(b);-iE MU, for all j s II, then 
(2) P(n)1 [(2nWl, 
(3) [(2nWl I An>. 
To establish point 3, observe that 
Td[f(n)(g)A-11 =f(n> C (-l)iTd[bjbn-2-j] 
j=s2n-2 
= [hY(2nYl jcz_2 (-l,i(,jyIJ 
= [F(n)/(2n)!][-(l- 1)2n + 1+ 11 = 2f(n)/(2n)!. 
Point 3 may be further restated: (2n)! Td[S(w)((L)L-j)] is an even integer for all w 
and jsn. 
Lemma 4.2. If b,c1j. . . ba(k)E F”, then (2n)! Td[(bacIj . . . ba(kj)2] E 22. 
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Proof. Lemma 2.2 and the fact that (2n)!/(n!)2 is even. 
Lemma 4.3. Let p” be the subgroup of F2” generated additively by (F”)2 and 2 ’ F2”. 
(i) If x E fi”, then (2n)! Td[x] E 22, and 
(ii) fi” is closed under the action of the Landwever-Novikov operations. 
Proof. Part (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 4.2. Part (ii) is 
an immediate consequence of [ 1, Theorem 5.21. Point 2 of Theorem 4.1 now follows 
immediately from the elementary observation that (6)‘,-jE fl”. 
Corollary 4.4. For n odd, the elements in are all infinite cycles in the Adams-Novikov 
spectral sequence for HP”. For n even, the elements 2$,, but not g,, are infinite cycles. 
Thus there are single non-zero differentials originating on the bottom row in every 
dimension divisible by 8; these differentials have images isomorphic to Z2. 
Proof. See [4] for a description of the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism in 
H,(HP”). 
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